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Abstract

As an introductory course where students first experience computer science and engineering,
CS100 offers a great opportunity for students to explore their career options. But, due to fear that
arises from perceived competition with more experienced students, less experienced students
either drop out or leave technical fields altogether which hampers diversity. So, CS100 has begun
to incorporate non-competitive, cooperative-learning labs from the Academic Excellence
Workshop program in Engineering. Because of the large course enrollment and need for
specialized computer labs, the College of Engineering and Computer Science Department are
requesting space from Campus Life to build a cooperative learning computer laboratory in the
North Campus at Cornell. This laboratory will do the following:

• provide laboratory space for COM S 100 Academic Excellence Workshops
• foster skill development in the computational sciences with workshops in other courses
• provide general lab space for students and university efforts such as high-school 

programs, distance learning, and staff/faculty/student teaching development
• serve as a model to test cooperative-learning concepts with computers

The lab’s space, structure, and resources will support sixteen students split into cooperative
learning groups of two to four students with two facilitators. The lab will ideally contain nine
computers, eight for the students and one for the instructors. The types and arrangement of
furniture will provide a flexible environment for groups to form and “roam” around to discuss and
develop concepts on the computers.

Course Information

The proposed cooperative computer lab will serve the academic excellence workshops in COM S
100: Introduction to Computer Programming (CS100):

• Department: Computer Science
• College/School: Computing & Information Sciences, Engineering, Arts & Sciences
• Course Enrollment: 100–200 per semester
• Offerings: Fall, Spring

Support

• Teaching assistants: one full-time TA
• Local technology support: maintenance of the computer lab
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Statement of Intent: Learning Issues

I. What are the specific teaching and learning issues that I hope to address with my proposal?
How do these issues affect student learning?
Recent studies indicate that technical fields, such as engineering and computer science, continue
to lack women and under-represented minorities [1]. For instance, the field of computer science
struggles to attract women into the major [2]. One way to address the problem of under-
enrollment involves investigating a student’s first exposure to a technical major in the
introductory courses. For their first “taste” of computer science, students typically start in the
introductory programming class CS100 [3]. Besides freshmen enrolled in the Arts & Sciences and
Engineering colleges, many other students from all colleges and levels, including staff and
faculty, take the course. CS100 teaches how to solve problems using computer programs using
two languages called Java and MATLAB.
Although the “surge” of interest in computer science appears unabated, we do not know how
many students avoid CS100 due to fear of computers and perceived competition, lack of
programming experience, and the “rumor mill” that spreads “tales of pain and woe.”
Consequently, those that must take the course sometimes do so with great trepidation. (At the
beginning of each semester, I am always approached by a group of students who admit being
afraid!) Very often the less experienced students feel disadvantaged from the students with past
experience, especially those with C++ skills learned in high school. But not all students enter
CS100 with fear, however. Students with previous experience or those taking the course past
freshman year have the opposite problem of overconfidence. Such students sometimes do not
realize the rigors of the course and drop out, or sometimes even fail because of poor study habits,
which usually means cramming and little practice. So, whether through panic or overconfidence,
many students find the course challenging and demanding.
The competition for higher grades drives some students to rely on more experienced peers to do
the work to build higher homework grades, which is ultimately counterproductive. Since
programming is a skill that must be practiced, individuals that allow partners to do a bulk of the
programming tend to suffer because CS100 emphasizes exams for the course grades to assess
individual performance. Of course, CS100 could feasibly remove homework assignments
altogether, but that would also remove the initial motivation for practice. Without “watering
down” the syllabus in CS100, we need to not only market the course better, such that we convert
the external competition between students into internal, or individualized, competition.
Individuals should develop programming skills without worrying about students who arrive in
CS100 with a portion, or even all, of the required concepts already mastered. 
The coverage of material causes another problem because of restrictions in following the course
syllabus. The graded work generally follows strictly required material which must serve the broad
range of students. More advanced work entices students but may “turn off” less developed
students because of the complexity. Thus, skill development often replaces opportunities for more
complex demonstrations in a field of study. Introductory courses should not just build skills, but
hopefully give a glimpse of a field of study to help students choose career paths.
Currently, advisors recommend that students who fear computers, lack any experience, and feel
unprepared for CS100 take a “pre-introductory” course called COM S 99: Fundamentals of
Computer Programming (CS99) [3], Originally, CS99 was created to alleviate the problems that
women and underrepresented minorities might feel in the hopes of boosting enrollment.
Deliberately segregating these groups, however, is not an option. While CS99 has shown some
success, issues of fear and competition with experienced peers still persist in CS100, so CS99 has
not solved the problems at hand.
A positive development that will help reduce the competition is the switching from C++ to Java in
the Computer Science AP Exam three years from now [4]. Until the public school system
switches, CS100 will still face ranges of experience. Even with experience, students might
continue to take CS100 as an “easy A,” which fearful students already blame as unfair. Also,
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high-school programs do not maintain the same standards, resulting in disparate performances
from students who supposedly have equivalent experience. Again, overconfidence and bad habits
also contribute when some experienced students witness their poor performance on the exams.
The experienced students who successfully make the transition present a different challenge:
boredom. The exceptional students could be future leaders in their fields and should thus be
encouraged without exacerbating the perceived competition.
To reduce the fear and rivalry that persist in CS100 and still maintain high standards, the
computer science department and the Academic Excellence Workshop (AEW) program in
Engineering OR&IS [5] started running cooperative-learning laboratory sections in CS100 in
Spring 2000 [6]. In cooperative learning, groups of students work together to solve problems in a
non-competitive environment, which helps to improve diversity [7, 8]. To incorporate cooperative
learning, the AEW program in CS100 follows the Engineering AEW philosophy [5] by
paralleling the course syllabus, keeping labs at or above the level of the course. The AEW labs
encourage diverse students to work together to solve challenging problems that follow the course
material without needing to compete. The stronger students love the challenge, whereas the
weaker students benefit from tutoring from their peers.
To date, the AEW in CS100 program has served primarily engineering-intended students by
holding most labs through CS100M, the more “engineering” version of CS100. But, the computer
science department and the engineering college wish to expand our capacity to hold more
cooperative lab sessions for the broad range of students who might wish to learn about
programming.
Unlike other AEW programs with labs, Cornell’s CS100 does not have a designated/devoted
computer laboratory due to lack of space and other resources. The current CS100 AEWs take
place in the Green Room of Carpenter Library [9], which is a tremendous resource and terrific
help that the engineering college provides. However, the space is not designed for cooperative
learning, and so, facilitators and students have made frequent suggestions for a more suitable
space.
We propose to design a computer lab that combines the aspects of cooperative learning with a
computer laboratory course, a “cooperative learning computer laboratory.” Modelled after labs
with which other universities have begun to build [10], this lab would serve courses, such as
CS100, that involve computer programming and software learning, all within the context of a
cooperative learning environment.

Statement of Intent: Learning Outcomes

II. What are the learning outcomes I am seeking? How will I evaluate the impact of the changes I
have made? What are the indicators of improvement in learning and how will I measure them?
Expanding the cooperative element in CS100 will hopefully do the following:

• reduce the fear from perceived competition by offering a “built-in” system of peer-based 
tutoring

• shift “external” competition to “internal” competition for each student, using the lab and 
other techniques

• encourage weaker students to persevere and practice, which is ultimately what helps a 
novice programmer

• channel exceptional students’ energy and abilities into helping other students
• offer an opportunity for a broad range of students to work together
• help students build learning groups and partnerships that will benefit them in other 

courses, especially the freshmen
• demonstrate more exciting and invigorating examples to help motivate the course content
• increase the diversity of students for computer science and other technical fields
• train students for future undergraduate and graduate teaching positions as a result of the 

AEW facilitator training program
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Ultimately, we hope that addressing the fear, competition, rumors, and otherwise “bad press,”
students will hopefully perceive an introductory computer-oriented course as broadening and less
as a chore. An environment perceived as “friendlier” and less competitive might entice a more
diverse range of students to take the course. In turn, a “happier” CS100 experience could broaden
the students’ opportunities for computer science and other technical fields. As computer skills
become more integrated in other fields, labs in other technical courses will eventually adopt more
required computer assignments. It would be worthwhile to see if the same aspects of computer
science that turn away women and underrepresented minorities affect these other technical fields.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the cooperative element in CS100, we propose to measure the
following:

• enrollment trends in the Fall and Spring semesters (students sometimes report that they 
worry more about the Fall because of the crop of CS-intended majors)

• enrollments in engineering and computer sciences courses that typically follow CS100
• enrollment in the CS100 AEWs
• exam and course grades for students who do and do not take the CS100 AEWs
• fear by taking evaluations at the beginning, middle, and end of the course
• drop out rates for AEW students and the class as a whole

The study should take place over at least four years so that we can compare numbers and
demographics of incoming and graduating students.

Statement of Intent: Technology Applications

III. What application of technology do I believe would help me to address the issues described
above?
Based on our experience in the previous CS100 AEWs and limitations of the Green Room [9], we
have collected the following requirements for a new lab:

• flexibility of space to mix different groupings and arrangements of students, allowing 
students and facilitators to “roam around”

• furniture to support different group sizes and different activities, such as working in front 
of computers or “pencil-and-paper” development

• storage for textbooks and other materials for activities
• multiple forms of lecturing platforms
• privacy, because of group work (no exposure to the public)

The top view of a proposed cooperative computer lab is shown on the next page. Compared with
similar labs [10], the CS100 lab places an emphasis on group activities, which often means that
students need space to physically move around. One problem reported by facilitators is that
students tend to focus on the computers instead of each other. The tables in the middle (A) should
assist with human contact by moving in and out such that students can form groups or even all sit
around in a circle as a larger group. Manufacturers, like http://www.electronicclassroom.com/,
have developed furniture to help create a cooperative environment. 
Thus, the proposed lab would have the following characteristics:

• 9 PC-workstations
• 1 projection unit and screen, 2 movable blackboards, and 1 fixed dry-erase board
• 5 desks for holding the 9 workstations, 1 table for a printer, and 4 movable tables for group 

work
• storage cabinets and other miscellaneous items.

Given the flexibility of the space, the facilitators could either “wander around,” where no group
can effectively “hide.” With multiple forms of lecturing available, the labs could teach in a variety
of ways. Ideally the lab would also maintain a degree of privacy since cooperative labs sometimes
involve “sillier” elements that the students might not wish to expose to the public
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Because most students take classes in the south campus, the laboratory would be primarily used
later in the day. In the past year the CS100 AEW staff discovered that a two-hour block of time is
desirable. So, we would schedule labs for CS100 and other courses in the afternoons from 2:30–
4:30, 3:30–5:30, and 4:00–6:00 PM. Evening labs from 7:30–9:30 PM are also popular, with the
exceptions of Tuesday and Thursday evenings when many prelims are held. 
The proposed cooperative computer lab will not serve just CS100, however. We envision a multi-
tier approach for the proposed lab:

• An AEW lab for CS100: Given the enrollment of about 500 students per semester in two 
versions of CS100, we need space to coordinate several two-hour labs in the late afternoon 
and early evening.

• Computational science AEW: The entire AEW program involves courses such as physics, 
math, and chemistry – many of the traditional introductory technical courses. Technical 
courses continue to increase the use of computer software for simulations, data 
acquisition, and experiments.

• Cooperative learning components in other courses: Currently, Engineering coordinates the 
AEW program. Since many non-engineering students take these courses, we could 
provide an opportunity for “seeding” cooperative learning into other departments.

• Space-on-demand: By strategically placing a lab near the North Campus Residential 
Initiative, the freshmen will have a place nearby where they can work. Since CS100 and 
other courses with AEWs will not fill the entire lab time, there are opportunities for 
faculty/staff development, teaching assistant and facilitator development, writing 
workshops, high-school/AP visitors, non-technical classes, and distance learning. If the 

Top View of Proposed Lab
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A: Movable tables
B: Computer desks
C: Chairs
D: Projector
E: Instructor station
F: Cabinet
G: Movable dry erase boards
H: Fixed blackboard
I: Printer
J: NT Workstation
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lab could located in an area with some supervision, students might even be able to sign out 
the space for study sessions.

Access To Technology

• Type and platform of computer: NT, Mac
• Course technologies: course web site, USENET discussion group, e-mail, transparencies, 

ELMO, overhead projector, computer-projected presentations, ACCEL Resources [9], 
possibly distance-learning technology

• Websites: http://www.cs.cornell.edu/courses/cs100j, http://www.cs.cornell.edu/
courses/cs100m. See also [6].
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